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Abstract 
 

The aim for this thesis was to apply Kansei Engineering to a small business and to 
design desktop light for office environment. 

Kansei Engineering is a method developed to turn the user´s feelings and 
experiences into concrete product parameters. A method called Kansei Engineering 
Type I was applied to the desktop light. The aim of the method was to investigate 
which product parameters regarding the form that will give the users the most 
positive impression. 

The procedure was to extract Kansei word (adjectives, nouns, verbs and sentences 
that describes what the user should experience in the product), a sample of products 
and formulate a survey with a semantic differential scale. A sample of potential users 
from various companies answered the survey. The results from the survey was 
analyzed and interpreted. In the end the Kansei words could be connected to various 
product parameters and the parameters for the most positive impression could be 
concluded. 

This method was supplemented with creative methods which involved a survey and 
workshop with potential users and a brainwriting session with the company the author 
collaborated with. 

A few concepts were made and one were chosen. This concept was developed 
further using mockups. In the end a model was made using CAD and drawings was 
delivered to the company of collaboration. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Målet för detta arbete var att tillämpa Kansei Engineering på ett litet företag och att 
formge en skrivbordslampa för kontorsmiljö. 

Kansei Engineering är en metod som utvecklats för att omvandla användarens 
känslor och upplevelser till konkreta produktparametrar . En metod som kallas Kansei 
Engineering Typ I applicerades på skrivbordslampan. Målet med metoden var att 
undersöka vilka formparametrar som kommer att ge användarna det mest positiva 
intrycket . 

Proceduren var att ta fram Kansei ord ( adjektiv , substantiv , verb och meningar som 
beskriver vad användaren ska uppleva av produkten ), ett urval av produkter och 
utforma en enkät med en SD-skala. Ett urval av potentiella användare från olika 
företag besvarade enkäten . Resultaten från undersökningen analyserades och 
tolkas. I slutändan kunde Kansei orden kopplas till olika produktparametrar samt 
formparametrarna för det mest positiva intrycket kunde konkluderas. 

Denna metod kompletterades med kreativa metoder som involverade en enkät och 
workshop med potentiella användare och en session brainwriting med företaget som 
författaren av detta arbete har samarbetat med . 

Några koncept togs fram och en valdes . Konceptet utvecklades ytterligare med hjälp 
av prototyper. Till slut togs en modell fram i CAD och ritningar levererades till 
företaget.
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1 Introduction 

This chapter will give an introduction of the thesis, providing information of 

why this thesis was done. The main task was to investigate if it would be 

possible to design a product to reflect a company´s hallmark using Kansei 

Engineering. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

This thesis has been carried out in corporation with Swedlite.  

Swedlite is a small company started 2010 who designs light for interior and exterior 
use. They focus on business to business and is active nationally and internationally. 
They have projects from ambassadors, offices, theatres and musicals in their 
portfolio. The company's collected experience lies within scenography and dramatic 
lighting. 

Swedlite has a small line with lamps developed by them. Some examples are seen in  
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Examples of lamps made by Swedlite (Swedlite, 2013). 

The collection features mainly black luminaires with LED lights. The company is 
mostly  using LED as a part of their policy towards being environmentally friendly.  

This thesis will focus on designing a desktop light using a method called Kansei 
Engineering. 
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Kansei Engineering is a method origin back to the 70´s and has been a part of many 
success stories. One most famous success story is probably the one involving  
Mazda MX-5 in which Kansei Engineering was used to develop the third generation, 
 see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 The third generation of Mazda MX 5: a famous success story of Kansei Engineering (Mazda, WY).  

Kansei Engineering is used to connect user’s emotions and needs to product 
parameters. There is six methods of Kansei Engineering available, the one used in 
this thesis is called Kansei Engineering Type I. 

1.2 Purpose 
 

The primarily purpose is for the author to exercise and implement engineering skills 
in the field of industrial design (sv: teknisk design). This will be done through 
researching, application of methods, ideating, developing a concept and to adapt this 
concept to usage and manufacturing.  This work serves as the graduating part of a 
master program at the Royal Institute of Technology. 

Secondarily, this thesis aims to develop a desktop lamp to fit the hallmark of Swedlite 
using Kansei Engineering and also to satisfy these requirements: 

 Deliver a successful product. 

 Being environmentally friendly (using LED). 

 Build brand. 

 Have a product that provides good ergonomics. 
 

1.3 Goal 
 

The goals to be met were: 

 Do a data collection with literature research and survey. 

 Make a list of requirements. 

 Implement a idea generation and a workshop where a large number of ideas 
to be developed (> 40). 

 Present at least five concept, in which one is chosen for further development. 

 Construct a mockup. 

 Develop a CAD model and drawings. 
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1.4 Research question 
 

Is it possible to use Kansei Engineering in smaller businesses? 

 

1.5 Limitations 
 

The finished should be manufactured with by cutting, bending and welding. 

Electronically functions, legislation and fire risk will not be covered. 

There won´t be any solid mechanical calculations. 

 

1.6 Approach 
 

In this work, the process of KE Type 1 has been followed. The science of Kansei 
Engineering (KE) has been incorporated into the design process and ergonomics and 
creative tools has been used to accomplish KE. 

Before the project was started, a WBS and PERT was conducted and merged into a 
GANTT. 

The project started off with collecting data through researching scientific articles and 
books and conducting interview and surveys. That data was merged into a list of 
requirements. The list of requirements became the primarily document for reference. 

This was followed by an ideation faze which involved both the user and the company 
of collaboration. 

 

1.7 Structure of thesis 
 

The thesis begins with a study of literature about LED, light, product semantics, 
Kansei Engineering and various methods that were used in this project. This follows 
by a chapter covering implementation of methods and execution. Then the results are 
presented in the following chapter. 

This follows by a chapter with discussion of the methods, implementation and the 
results. Then the conclusions and future work will be covered. 
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2 Theory and literature 

This chapter will take you through Product Semantics, Kansei Engineering, 

Physical and functional aspects of light, Light Ergonomics, LED and some 

literature about the methods being used in this thesis.  

2.1 The lamp 
 

The lamp dates back to 70 000 BCE. The first lamps had moss and other combustive 
material soaked animal fat and put in hollow rocks and shells or other non-flammable 
material and then ignited (About, 2014), see Figure 3 

 

Figure 3 Ancient lamp (Discover Lighting, 2011) 

Even today a lamp is made out of two parts, a source of light and a luminaire. The 
source of light is responsible for producing the light and the luminaire holds the light 
source and the equipment in order for the lamp to function.  

 

2.2 Light 
 

Light is radiation. 

The differences between various radiation is the wavelength, physically speaking. 
The differences in wavelengths measures from km to pikometer (10-15 m). Within the 
small range of 400 - 780 nm is what is referred to as the visible light, see Figure 4. 
The radiation on the ends on the light spectrum is called UV-light and IR-light 
(Starby, 1992). 

 The receptors in the human eye transform the radiation of 400 - 780 nm into what we 
interpret as light. Different receptors handle the colours red, blue green. It´s the 
degree  and combination in which the receptor are affected that let´s humans see 
more colours than just the three (Starby 1992). 
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Depending on the source of light (but 
also on the object as well as the 
individual), the colour of an object might 
appear different in different lights. This 
phenomenon is called metamerism. This 
is due to the composition of the source of 
light. This means that even if a light is 
white it might influence the colour of 
objects it shines on (if the source of light 
has more red in its composition, the 
surface might appear more red)(Starby, 
1992). 

Different light sources might have large 
variation of ability to render colour. The 
ability to render colour is measured in 
Ra. The highest index in the Ra-scale is 
100. Even so, light sources with the 
same Ra might still have different ability 
to render colour (Starby, 1992). With that 
being said, a Ra-index above 90 should 
hardly cause any colour changes 
(Starby, 1992).  

The colour of the light is measured in 
Kelvin. The temperatures between 3300 - 
5400 K is usually referred to as white or 
neutral light (Starby 1992). 

 

2.3 Lighting, Ergonomics and the Human 
 

Light is a natural regulator of the human physiology. Since the introduction of the 
electric light many people spend most of their day inside. The light inside is static, 
while the human body is adapted for dynamic light to control melatonin (sleep 
hormone). A combination of bright light (1000 - 2000 lux) and daylight improves 
alertness and mood level. High luminance has many advantages such as increased 
attention, concentration, cognition and well-being (Aries, 2005). 

Humans need sufficient light in order to perform a task. Tests have shown that most 
people's preference ranges between 1000 - 3000 lux (Starby, 1992). In Sweden, the 
recommended minimum illuminance is 500 lux (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2014). 

Sam Berman (in Martel, 2005) reports that scotopically rich lamps (blue light) is 
appeared to be so bright that the number of lamps used could be reduced, thus 
saving energy. This could be done and still maintain or improve brightness and 
vision, see Figure 5. 

Figure 4 The electromagnetic spectrum and field 
 of visible light (Ljuskultur, 2009). 
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Figure 5 The effects of scotopically rich lamps compared to white light with (Synergy Lighting, 2010) 

Although, with all the advantages set aside, it is difficult to produce a light that mimics 
daylight. Michael Nevins (in Martel, 2005) designed a light of 5900 K and states that 
gives a higher level of visual accuracy, clarity, and comfort. 

 

As important sufficient illuminance is, when it´s too much it might be perceived as 
blinding. It is important to avoid glare and interfering reflections (Starby, 1992). A light 
could also be perceived as blinding if it´s too much contrast. In other words, the 
desktop light needs to be properly subdued, but it´s also important for an office to 
have proper general light for optimal results. Kronqvist (2010) found that most 
workers preferred a light setting from multiple light sources over a more natural light 
setting. 

 

John Flynn (in Davis, 2014) has demonstrated that light plays an significant role in 
how humans perceive a room and thus making light more than just a task enabler. 
His studies of different light attributes, which he called "light modes" and how these 
affected his test subjects. These attributes were bright/ dim, uniform/ non-uniform, 
central/ perimeter and warm/cold. These attributes called for different responses, 
whether designed for or not (Flynn in Davis, 2014). 

 

Veitch, Stokkermans and Newsham (2011) show in their research that the perception 
of the office light affects the overall impression of the work environment. They 
reported that the workers experienced the following benefits when they were pleased 
with the lighting: they reviewed the room as more attractive, they experienced to be in 
a better mood, they felt as if they were more satisfied in the work environment and 
more engaged in their work (Veitch et al. 2011) 
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Jusléna and Tenner (2005) brings up ten aspects that could be improved along with 
improved lighting condition: 

1. Visual performance - When people can see the task better, they can 
perform better. 

2. Visual comfort - Decreasing discomfort glare influences performance 
because of increased concentration. 

3. Visual ambience - Lighting influences visual ambience, which being part 
of the working environment, influences performance. 

4. Interpersonal relationships - How people see each other influences how 
they feel about each other, which influences co-operation and productivity. 

5. Biological clock - Light adjusts the biological clock, which controls the 
circadian rhythms and thus influences performance at certain times. 

6. Stimulation - Light stimulates psychological and physiological processes, 
which enhances performance. 

7. Job satisfaction - Improving lighting conditions might increase job 
satisfaction via task significance and autonomy, which influences 
performance. 

8. Solving problems - Solving existing lighting problems, which are 
complained about, increases well-being and motivation, which enhances 
performance. 

9. The halo effect - The effect of the belief in the superiority of a new 
technology or product itself might result in enhanced performance. 

10. Change process -Good change management increases the positive 
effects of the lighting change and diminishes negative effects. 

    (Jusléna &Tenner, 2005) 

 

2.4 LED 
 

LED (Light Emitted Diode) is one of the newer sources of light. LED´s are illuminated 
by the movement of electrons. They don´t have a filament to burn out and they fit 
easily into a circuit (Harris & Fenlon, 2002). The diode is housed inside of a plastic 
cup designed to concentrate the light, see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 The inside of a LED diode (Harris & Fenlon, 2002) 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.focus.lib.kth.se/science/article/pii/S0169814105000636?np=y
http://www.sciencedirect.com.focus.lib.kth.se/science/article/pii/S0169814105000636?np=y
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By using new technology it is possible to control the colour temperature and create 
dynamic light. Dynamic light increases well-being. LED light is easy to dimension and 
has a long life span (Ljuskultur, 2013a). This makes LED ideal for office environment, 
which has long runtimes. The ease to dimension makes it less likely to over 
dimension with LED which in turn saves energy. 

Other advantages is: 

 LED is not sensitive to vibrations. 

 LED Can be turned ON/OFF numerous times without losing quality or 
efficiency (Ljuskultur, 2013b). 

 It´s possible to receive a light free from UV and IR radiation. 

 LED lights right away with 100 % luminans (doesn´t require time to warm up). 

 LED gives 100 % luminans in low temperatures. 

 LED doesn´t contain mercury. 

 It is possible to receive LEDs with high colour render ability (Ra >90). 

 LED can easily be used with a dimmer with preserved light quality (Ljuskultur, 
2013a). 

LED has many advantages, but there exists some disadvantages as well. One of 
them is the price. The initial buying price is higher than the traditional light bulb, 
although the longer lifespan of the LED light results in financial saving in the long run. 
Another disadvantage is that the diode is sensitive to heat. If the LED is incapable to 
transmit the heat the lifespan will be significantly reduced (Lysdioder, 2014). The light 
is monochromatic and therefore gives another character than an traditional light bulb 
(Hide a lite, WY). 

Viktor Olsson and Mats Ahlgren1 states that LED has the best potential to mimic 
natural light, since LED have continuous spectrum.  

 

2.5 The Brand and the Product 
 

You would surely be able to tell if a product was made by BMW or Toyota. Or if a 
phone was made by Apple or Nokia. 

You would surely be able to recognize many more products from numerous product 
categories. It would be easy to name a number of brands who are known for their 
recognizable design. As Karjalainen (2007) puts it: 

"Visual features catch our attention […] and direct our interpretation by linking 
specific associations and qualities to the product in question." 

Karjalainen (2007) also states that companies can impact the visual recognition of 
their products by selecting design features strategically and consistently. 

This sounds easy enough, to just pick visual features such as shape, colour and logo 
and use it consistently until recognition is gained. It seems more difficult though if the 
products also should reflect the business core values. As Karlajainen points out, 

                                                           
1
 Viktor Olsson and Mats Ahlgren from Belysnigsbranschen, Lecture "Hur blir en LED-belysningslösning lönsam? 

Vad är viktigt att tänka på vid val av LED-produkter?" at Elmässan, Stockholm, 2013-10-23. 
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BMW´s message of power and performance is communicated by giving their cars 
strong and dynamic shapes. 

Figure 7 shows how Volvo, here presented via S60, have kept their consistency with 
the design features. 

 

Figure 7 Volvo have some design features that can be recognized through their consistency (Karjalainen 2007). 

 

2.6 Product Semantics 
 

Whether it´s intentional or not, all manufactured products sends a statement through 
the way it´s shaped, the colours, the size etcetera. The product communicates with 
its user, it send a message. A good design gives the user clues about how it is used. 
Within product development this is described as product semantics. Semantics 
describes the way a user perceive and understand an artefact. For example, 
intuitively the user should know if a knob is for pushing or turning or both. Product 
semantic is a way of understanding and designing for the users cognitive process. 

Susanne Vihma, one of the first to discuss and specify product semantics, (as 
described in an article by Nygaard, 2008) says that semantics revolves around three 
factors: 

 The way in which a form construct meaning. 

 The expression and communication of form. 

 The content of the message. 

(Vihma as described by Nygaard, 2008). 

The theory around product semantics was introduced by Krippendorff and Butter 
(1984) and was represented as the study of the form. Monö brought the theory of 
product semantics to Sweden and defines four ways of describing the semantic 
properties of a product: 

1. To describe –The product gestalt describes a way of use 
2. To express – The product gestalt expresses the product's values (for example: 

sporty, soft or honesty) 
3. To signal – The product gestalt urges the user to react in a specific way (for 

example: to be careful or to be precise in his/her work) 
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4. To identify – The product gestalt expresses inherence (for example: the brand, 
origin, and/or product area) 

(Monö 1997). 

Vihma (as described by Nygaard, 2008) also provides a few questions  

• What is being communicated? 
• What is the designer’s message? 
• What message does the product carry? 
• What does the manufacturer wish to express through the product? 
• Who is the message addressed to? 
• In what context does the message appear? 

Vihma (as described by Nygaard, 2008) points out that product analysis should not 
only be performed on already existing product, but could also be helpful early in the 
design process. 

 

2.7 Kansei Engineering 
 

Kansei Engineering2 (further called KE in this thesis) connects psychological 
emotions and needs of the user to concrete product parameters. It is difficult to get a 
literate translation of the Japanese word Kansei. According to Nagamashi, who 
founded KE in the 70's under the name Emotional Technology (Nagamashi. 1974), 
the closest interpretation is the psychological feeling people have with a product 
(Lokman. 2010). For a literate translation, see Figure 8, which shows the etymology 
of Kansei. 

 

Figure 8 Etymology of Kansei (Lee et al. 2002) 

Kansei is the impression a person would get from a product3, using his/her senses. 
When designing a product it´s useful to know the Kansei of the users. Unfortunately, 
it´s sometimes difficult for the users to express their demands and even more difficult 
if there is demands they´re not even aware of (Schütte. 2002). 

In other words, KE can be used to make abstract feelings and impressions into 
something concrete.  

                                                           
2
 Also called Emotional or Affective Engineering. 

3
 In this context, a product can be both tangible and non-tangible such as services or a computer program.  
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A person Kansei is an internal process measured by external methods. The methods 
of measuring the Kansei are usually: 

 Peoples behaviour and actions 

 Spoken words 

 Facial and body expressions 

 Physological responces (heart rate, EMG, EEG). 

(Nagamashi. 2010) 

But why are emotions so important in product design?  

While cognition handles understand the world, emotions handles interpreting the 
world (Norman, 2003) If the emotions of the user can be understood better, then the 
behaviour and decisions of the user can be understood better. 

Although, KE is highly interesting in product development, a KE study requires time 
and resources and a lighter method is requested by companies (Schütte, 2005). 

 

There is many examples of successful KE projects but the sports car known as 
Mazda Miata is probably the most famous. Although the car industry has led the 
development of KE (Lévy, 2013), other industries also benefit from KE. The 
application area for KE ranges from products such as chocolate bar (Schütte , 2013), 
refrigerator (Nagamaschi, 2010) and packaging (Henson et al, 2006) amongst many 
examples. 

Nagamashi (2010) describers the process of KE in four steps: 

1. Grasp the consumers Kansei in the product domain. 
2. Analyze the Kansei data. 
3. Interpret the data and implement it to the product domain. 
4. Design a new Kansei product. 

He also points out that following the process will get an Kansei engineer 
automatically to the fourth step, but it will not ensure that the product will be 
successful. There still needs to be collaboration between the engineer and the 
product designer (Nagamashi, 2010). 

 
Since the beginning of KE in the 70´s a number of types of KE has been developed 
in order to better handle the vast application area. Nagamashi (2007) grouped these 
different methods or types into these six: 

KE Type I - Category Classification 
In Type I the customers affective needs is identified by categorizing product 
properties in a tree structure. These affective needs are manually connected to 
product properties. 

KE Type II - Kansei Engineering System 
Type II usually uses software and the connection between Kansei and product 
properties is done using mathematical statistical tools. 
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Ke Type III - Hybrid Kansei Enginering System 
Type III is similar to the type previously mentioned, not only connects Kansei to 
product properties but also predicts Kansei using a prototype.  

KE Type IV - Kansei Engingeering Modeling 
Type IV focuses on prediction models. 

KE Type V - Virtual Kansei Engineering 
Type V incorporates virtual reality (VR). The VR substitutes the real products. 

KE Type VI - Collaborative Kansei Engineering Design 
In Type VI there is a database accessible via internet. This promotes group work and 
Concurrent Engineering 

(Nagamashi, 2007). 

 

2.8 Methods 
 

There have been various methods used in this thesis. The main method has been 
the KE Type 1. But creative methods have been used as well to support KE Type 1. 

 

Kansei Engineering Type I 

KE Type I has 10 steps (Nagamachi, 2010): 

1. Decision of strategy. 
The Kansei engineer listens to/ interviews the CEO or some other top 
manager to get an understanding of the company´s development strategy. In 
this important step the Kansei engineer needs to grasp the company´s 
requirements for the new product. 

2. Collection of Kansei words. 
In this step the Kansei engineer collects Kansei words. Kansei words are 
adjectives, nouns, verbs and even sentences. Nagamachi (2010) recommends 
to collect a large number of words and the later reduce until a small number of 
very important and relevant words are left. 

3. Develop an SD scale. 
The SD scale (the semantic differential) is a measurement scale used to make 
clear the psychological language structure (Osgood et al. 1957). The 5-point 
scale should be easiest for the test subjects to use (Nagamachi, 2010). 

4. Collection of a sample product. 
The Kansei engineer gather products similar to the product in mind. Around 
10-20 products would be enough (Nagamachi, 2010). 

5. Make a list of item/category. 
This list specifies the product features of the product sample. The item implies 
the item of the product and category implies the detail of that item. Shape, size 
and colour are all examples of items. For 'colour' the categories might be red, 
black, green and so on. Nagamachi (2010) states that a very refined 
Item/category list will lead to a successful product, so it might be worth to pay 
attention to the product features. 
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6. Evaluation experiment. 
Conduct the experiment with test subjects. Have the subjects evaluate each 
product sample according to the SD scale with the Kansei words. 

7. Statistical analysis. 
Evaluation of the experiment. Tools such as principal component analysis 
(PCA), quantification theory Type I (QTI) or partial least squares (PLS) can be 
used in this step. The author used the following equation defined by Schütte 
(2002): 
 

            
            

 
   

          
 
   

           

 KS: Degree of attractiveness compared to the ideal value 
 KSProduct i: Kansei Score for a certain product regarding a Kansei word 
 KSideal i: Kansei Score for the ideal product 
 i: Consecutive number for Kansei words 
 n: Total number of Kansei words 

 
This was followed by the approach of Öhgren (2004), more of this in the 
following chapter. 

8. Interpretation of the analyzed data. 
The data gets interpret. 

9. Explanation of interpretation of the data to a designer. 
In order to make use of the data there need to be a collaboration between the 
Kansei engineer and the designer. The Kansei engineer might have to 
motivate and stimulate the designer to understand the final data. 

10. Check the new design idea. 
Finally, the Kansei engineer should evaluate whether the new product mach 
the data and will fit the customers emotions. 

(Nagamachi, 2010).  

 

Brainwriting 

Brainwriting is a method much like Brainstorming, but with a twist. In a Brainstorming 
session it might be difficult for all participants to voice their ideas. This might lead to 
some ideas get neglected, overlooked or simply forgotten while someone else 
speaks about their idea. 

In Brainwriting all participants write down  ideas on a paper (no names) for three 
minutes (Mind Tools, 2009). In this stage the ideas do not have to be perfect and can 
be written in 'free form' and even include explanatory sketches.  After three minutes 
he paper rotates gets passed to the person to the next left (or right) and new ideas 
get generated. The new ideas can be fully new or inspired by or 'build-on' the old 
ideas. After another three minutes the paper gets rotated again. When this process 
has been done a sufficient amount of times, the ideas get discussed (Mind Tools, 
2009). 
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Endowed props 

‘Endowed props’ is a method inspired by 'theatre' and participatory design. Props are 
used by the actor/ participant to show how to use or interact with something or to 
show an idea, action or process. Without props acting out easily becomes fiction and 
props function like the link between fiction and context (Howard et al. 2002). The 
props are regular objects endowed with abilities and features they normally do not 
possess (Howard et al. 2002). 

 

Spider diagram 

A Spider diagram is an illustrative way to show the value of different ideas and 
usually easier to understand than a column of digits (Michanek & Breiler, 2007) . 
Illustrative matrixes is usually the way to go when comparing ideas and is also a 
better way of presenting information, see Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Spider diagram, an example how it might look like, (Michanek & Breiler, 2007) 

First the selection criteria is determined. This could be done beforehand just as well. 
Afterwards the ideas get evaluated according to each selection criteria. The final step 
is to rank the ideas (Michanek & Breiler, 2007). 

 

Survey 

Scheuren (2004) states that a survey usually is define as a method to gather 
information from a sample of individuals. This sample is usually a fraction of the 
population (Scheuren, 2004). A survey does not require direct contact between the 
researcher and the survey taker. This means that the survey taker needs to have all 
information (s)he needs in order to correctly interpret and understand the questions. 
This means that unfamiliar and difficult words should be avoided or explained, since 
the survey taker usually lack means to ask the researcher for clarification. But not 
only are the words the only issue. A person would very well understand the question 
"How would a regular day look for you?", but without knowing the intentions of asking 
such a question and what the researcher is interested in, it might still be difficult to 
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answer (Schwarz et al. 2008). Is the researcher interested in health issues, social 
issues and behaviour? Knowing this might encourage the survey taker to give 
different responses in order to provide a meaningful answer. If a survey contains 
already formed answers (an example for this is frequency, how often a certain action 
is carried out) the must be no room for interpretation what these alternatives stands 
for (E-deligationen, WY). The alternatives should also have an "Other"- or "Not 
applicable"-option or a way to capture all answers. An example for this is if the 
question "What did you eat for breakfast?" the alternatives for answers would be 
"Cereals", "Sandwich", "Coffee", "Omelette", "Other". In this example there is an 
"Other"-option provided for people who maybe had a fruit for breakfast, but in this 
case it´s likely that people who did not have breakfast would also chose this answer. 
Thus making the analyse of the answers difficult for the researcher. 

Despite all that can go wrong with a survey, there are benefits of choosing it as a 
method to gather information. It is a cost and time efficient way to reach out to many 
people (E-deligationen, WY). 

http://www.behovsdrivenutveckling.se/
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3 Implementation and execution 

This chapter will describe the implementation of methods and how each action 

of this thesis was executed.  

 

3.1 Kansei Engineering Type I 
 

The implementation of this method will be described in three steps. Everything 
leading up to the evaluation experiments (step 6) will be described under 
Preparations, followed by Survey and Evaluation. 

 

Preparations 

The preparations for the evaluating experiment started with a meeting with the 
owners of Swedlite. The subject of the meeting was to achieve an understanding of 
the company and its wants and ambitions. The owners were asked to describe what 
they wanted people to associate with the company. This became the foundation of 
the Kansei words. A total of nine Kansei words were chosen. 

Product samples in form of pictures was collected. The method of collection was 
through search engines using search words as "desktop light" and "office light". A 
large amount of pictures was collected while having the Kansei words in mind. The 
pictures was examined and the products Items and Categories were decided. The 
pictures were then chosen in such manner that the different Categories would be as 
evenly represented as possible. A total of ten pictures were chosen. 

 

Survey 

The survey was given out to people working at offices of different sizes from all 
around Sweden. Prior to sending out the survey the office were contacted by mail 
and asked if they wanted to participate. The responding offices received an survey to 
be answered online. 

The survey started with some demographical questions asking about gender and 
age. This followed by pictures of the sample products accompanied by the Kansei 
words asking the participants to grade the words on a SD (semantic differential) scale 
from 1-5 how well the product expresses that word, see Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Example of survey lay-out 

The survey was open for answering for three weeks and then closed. The answers of 
the survey were collected and evaluated. 

 

Evaluation 

To be able to evaluate the results an average of all the answers was first calculated. 
The overall impression was estimated using Equation 1, defined by Schütte (2002). 

            
            

 
   

          
 
   

           

KS: Degree of attractiveness compared to the ideal value 
KSProduct i: Kansei Score for a certain product regarding a Kansei word 
KSideal i: Kansei Score for the ideal product 
i: Consecutive number for Kansei words 
n: Total number of Kansei words 
 

The SK-value is the estimated impression of the product compared to the ideal value. 
By multiplying with 100 an percentage is received. 

The following step follows the procedure of Öhgren (2004). The different product 
properties (Items/ Categories) was given 1 or 0  whether or not the product had that 
property. An example of this is seen in Table 1. In this example Product 1 has the 
properties of Item 1/ Category 3, Item 2/ Category 3, Item 3/ Category 2 and so on. 
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Table 1 Example of how it was distinguished whether or not a product had or didn´t have a certain Category. 

  
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 
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Bild 1   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Bild 2 
 

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Bild 3   1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Bild 4 
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Bild 5   0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Bild 6 
 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Bild 7   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Bild 8 
 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Bild 9   1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

Bild 10 
 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

 

The SK-values was rated as either positive, negative or neutral depending on the 
value and put in a table. The two tables were cross compared and were the positive, 
negative or neutral value were compared to if a product had or hadn´t a certain 
property. 

At this point it was clear which properties affected which Kansei word and how. After 
multiplying each Kansei word with an factor of importance (received from Swedlite) 
some of the product properties appeared superior regarding the investigated Kansei 
words. 

 

3.2 Ideation 
 

The ideation chapter starts with methods for understanding the users and developing 
ideas, moving on to development of ideas and chose of a concept.  

 

Survey from office workers 

An survey was send out to offices of various sizes from around Sweden. The survey 
contained demographical questions, questions regarding the participants working 
environment and questions regarding what the participants wanted from their desktop 
light. 

The survey was open for answering for 3 weeks before it was closed and the 
answers were gathered. 
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Workshop with reference group 

The workshop took place 27 November 2013 at Swedlite's office and lasted about 40 
minutes. The participants were two people working at different offices and one who 
doesn´t work at an office. The three participants were gathered by the owners at 
Swedlite. The method used was Endowed props. Preparation before the workshop 
consisted of preparing three scenarios for the participants, questions and a number 
of objects to be used in the workshop. 

The scenarios were the following: 

 Scenario 1: 'You sit down at you place in the office and is preparing to work at 
the computer. Tell me about you procedure.' 

 Scenario 2: 'Your desktop lamp has several different functions, a dimmer 
being one of them. How do you control these functions? Where is the other 
actuators placed? Which buttons are available?' 

 Scenario 3: 'You have other tasks to do (not on the computer) and have to 
adapt the light. How is this done?' 

Other questions/ thoughts that was prepared beforehand was regarding: 'One or 
several lights?', 'Placement?', 'How would the most simple lamp look like?', 'Weight?' 
and 'Dimensions?'. 

The session started with brief information of the project, the method and what is 
expected of the participants. The participants had a set-up office environment in front 
of them. One-by-one they got to explain, show and act out the scenarios. The 
workshop leader consciously asked question about why certain actions were made 
and suggesting other point of views, to help the creativity. To help the participant 
achieve lateral thinking the question "How would your wildest lamp look like?" were 
asked. This forced the participant out of traditional thinking. While one participant 
were acting out a scenario the other participants were allowed to watch and give their 
opinion. Discussions occurred and was allowed to take whichever direction. 

 

Brainwriting with Swedlite 

An idea generation with Swedlite was done the 26th November 2013 using the 
method Brainwriting. The session took around one hour and material such as paper 
and pens were provided for the participants. The participant got an introduction on 
what was going to happen and what was expected of them. They were encouraged 
to think "out-of-the-box" and not to hold back. 

Each participant received a paper and a pencil and were asked to write as many 
ideas as possible for five minutes. When time was up the paper was handed in 
switched around so each participant got a paper that had previously been written on 
by another participant. This continued for four more rounds. 

Immediately after the result were reviewed and discussed by all participants. 
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List of requirements 

Two lists of requirements were made with respect to the results from KE Type I, the 
survey, the workshop and Brainwriting. One of the lists focused on form requirements 
and the other focused on functions. 

Idea development 

There have been a numerous amount of sketches done alongside with the 
researching methods. Some ideas that seemed to best fit in with the demands and 
expectations made clear from previous methods. These ideas were made as 
electronic models using Autodesk Inventor representing five concepts. 

These concepts were presented as posters at Swedlite's office were a discussion 
around the concepts took place. Later a Spider diagram was conducted, showing the 
concept with the highest scores as the winning concept. The scores varied from 1 to 
5 with 5 being the highest score. The aspects given pints for was Unique, 
Practicable, Usability/ergonomic, Kansei and Developable . The different aspects 
were also graded with an index of importance where 1 was the lowest and 3 was the 
highest. 

 

3.3 Concept development 
 

The concept development was the progress from an idea to a fully developed 
concept.  

The chosen concept became subject to further development. A digital and a physical 
model was build and became subject of discussion during many following meetings 
between the author of this thesis and Swedlite. As a part of the development a study 
of the proportions was done to make sure that the concept followed the results from 
the KE Type 1 method and that they made sense. 

More features were added to the idea and different solutions were experimented with 
the digital and physical model. In the end a fully developed concept was received. 

 

Mockup 

Mockups are used in the early stages if the design process.  It´s used to gain 
feedback and gain knowledge about the basic idea (Interaction Design Foundation, 
WY). Mockups are made out of low-fidelity material, for cheap and easy modelling. 

The prototype work started with a simpler model made out of paper to be made. This 
gave an indication of what dimension would work or not. When the dimensions were 
approximately decided a model of plastic foam was manufactured. The foam model 
was manufactured with access to the material, workshop, machines and tools at The 
Royal Institution of Technology. A bearing was added into the model as well wire to 
show some movement and function. 
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Material 

The material was mainly decided due to manufacturing process. The final product 
would be manufactured with cutting and welding techniques. This meant that material 
that required molding, forming or extrusion were out of the question. 

Except if any material could be bought already in the right shape, metal would be the 
mainly used for the product. 

The material was decided through meetings with respect to function, weight, 
manufacturing and environment. 

 

CAD model and drawings 

A cad model of the final concept as well as drawings were finally made using 
Autodesk Inventor. 
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4 Results 

This chapter will present the results of each action and step of this thesis.  

 

4.1 Kansei Engineering Type I 
 

KE type 1 was a method to be executed is several steps. 

 

Preparation 

The preparation included step 1-5 of the KE Type I 10-step method. It started with a 
meeting of the owners and collection of Kansei words. The following words were 
finally chosen to be used: 

 Innovative 

 Professional 

 Good looking 

 Good quality 

 Unique 

 Functional 

 Easy to use 

 Striking 

 Flexible 

The full list of Kansei words can be seen in Appendix A. 

The product sample was very large and it wasn´t until the Items/ Categories had 
been decided that the final sample could be decided. 

The sampled products are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 The Product sample used in the survey 
 
Above from left to right: 
Alex (Healthandcare. 2014) 
Anglepoise

4
 (Designmuseum. 2006) 

Copper Ball (Heals 2014) 
INLITE™LED (Ergonomiprodukter. WY) 
Flexlite (Belysningsdesign. 2014) 
 
Below from left to right: 
Gram

5
 (Designonline. WY) 

Loft
6
 (Swiveluk. 2012) 

Trizio
7
 (Icondesignstore. 2014) 

Travis S1 (Lampenwelt. WY) 
Washington

8
 (Madeindesign. 2013) 

The products design properties were analyzed their Items /Categories were decided. 
With these products the categories were as evenly distributed as possible although 
not perfectly 50/ 50, see Table 2 example of Items/Categories. The 1 and 0 represent 
if the design property were represented or not. The line most below show the number 
of Categories represented.  

 

                                                           
4
 Anglepoise is designed by George Carwardine in  1932 and is considered a British design classic 

(Designmuseum. 2006) 
5
 Gram is designed by Jonas Forsman who took inspiration from the sculpture Alexander Calder 

(Designonline.WY). 
6
 Loft is designed by Jean-Louis Domecq in the 1950's (Swiveluk. 2012). 

7
 Trizio is designed by Richard Sapper (Icondesignstore. 2014). 

8
 Washington table lamp is designed by Jean-Michel Wilmotte in 1983 (Madeindesign. 2013). 
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Table 2 Sample of the Items and Categories for each product. 

 

Volume 
foot Form foot Size head 

Volume 
head Form head 
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Product 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

Product 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Product 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Product 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Product 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Product 6 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Product 7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Product 8 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Product 9 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

Product 10 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

 
4 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 

 

The other Items/ Categories with the Categories written within brackets: Number of 
Middle segments (1, >1), Function of movement (Free movement, Non-free 
movement), Material (Metal, Mixed), Colour (Black, White, Metal), Shine (Shine, 
Dull). The Items/ Categories will hereon be called 'product features'. 

 

Survey 

The survey was received at six different offices of various sizes and fields of 
expertise. What the participants had in common was that they worked at an office at 
a desk. A total of 18 respondents finished the survey (there was 20 respondents in 
total). The survey took no more than 10 minutes to answer (except in one case were 
the response took >1h 20 min), the sex ratio was 60% males and 40% females and 
the age distribution was 20% aged 21-30 years, 40% aged 31-40 years, 20% aged 
41-50 years, 15% aged 51-60 years and 5% aged above 60 years. The results of the 
survey will be further investigated under Evaluation. 

 

Evaluation 

The mean value was calculated as well as the degree of attractiveness compared to 
the ideal value. In this case 5 represent the ideal value since a SD-scale with 5 as 
maximum was used. Here is the result presented in an example table as well as a 
graph. In Table 3the Kansei words is represented as numbers. 
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Table 3 Sample of the mean value scores for individual products and Kansei words 

KS Prod. 1 Prod. 2 Prod. 3 Prod. 4 Prod. 5 

Innovative 75.556 53.333 65.556 87.778 86.667 

Professional 72.222 71.111 53.333 78.889 73.333 

Good looking 64.444 65.556 60 62.222 72.222 

Good quality 65.556 66.667 62.222 70 67.778 

Unique 67.778 42.222 68.889 84.444 87.778 

Functional 77.778 76.667 51.111 74.444 54.444 

Easy to use 76.667 80 60 66.667 57.778 

Striking 64.444 70 63.333 74.444 72.222 

Flexible 78.889 73.333 45.556 71.111 46.667 

 

All of the products scored high points. Only a few products scored below 50% of 
relative attractiveness. Conclusively, the limits of when a value is deemed as 
negative, neutral and positive was set very high. Values less than 60% was set as a 
negative, values between 60-70% was set as neutral and values above 70% was set 
as positive. Figure 12 show how all of the products scored in relation to each Kansei 
word. The X axis represents the Kansei words as numbers. 

 

 

Figure 12 Diagram showing how each product scored in relation to each Kansei word. 

After a cross comparison between the product/ Kansei word- and the product/design 
characters -table was done, ultimately showing which design character corresponds 
with which Kansei word. The higher scores for a certain Kansei word for products that 
had a same design character the higher inclination that those two corresponded. 

The values was multiplied with an importance factor ranging from 0-1. The highest 
and lowest points for each Kansei word and design character was put in a chart. This 
table showed how to design the product for most positive or negative experience. An 
example of this table is showed in Table 4. 

In this table it can be read that for an 'Innovative' experience the foot of the lamp 
should be flat. Although, the most overall positive experience is achieved with a lamp 
foot that has medium volume. It also showed that the results were inconclusive for 
the Kansei word 'Good quality' since the responses were neutral. A full version of the 
tables can be seen in Appendix B. 
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Table 4 Sample of the crossed comparison of the products/ Kansei word and products/ design character to 
 receive what Kansei words responded with which design character. 

 
Volume foot Form foot Size head Volume head Form head 
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Innovative 1.8 0 0 1.8 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 -1.2 0 1.8 0 

Professional 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 

Good 
looking -2.1 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.4 -1.4 

Good 
quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unique 1.5 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 -0.5 0 1.5 0 

Functional -1.8 0 0 0 1.8 0 -0.9 1.8 -1 -1 0 0 1.8 0 -2.7 

Easy to use -0.7 0 0 -1.4 0.7 0 0 0.7 -1 4 1 0 1.4 0 -1.4 

Striking 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 

Flexible -1.4 0 0 -1.4 1.4 0 -0.7 0.7 0 0 -1 0 1.4 0 -1.4 

 
0.3 3.7 0 3.5 6.9 0 -1.6 6.2 4 10 0 -1.7 7.6 4.9 -6.9 

 

The result showed that the overall most positive experience is achieved with the 
following design: 

 Foot: Medium volume and edgy 

 Head: Round, medium volume and flat 

 Movement: Only one middle segment and free movement 

 Finish: Mixed material, white and dull (non-shiny) 

and for the most negative overall experience the product should have the following 
design characters: 

 Foot: Flat, round 

 Head: large, volume and organic form  

 Movement: more than one middle segment and non-free movement 

 Finish: Solely metal, metal finish and shiny 

 

4.2 Ideation 
 

The ideation used two creative methods in order to generate ideas. The survey 
served as a method to get to know the users. 
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Survey from office workers 

A survey was sent out to people working in office environment. The survey was 
answered by 12 people (6 males and 6 females, 3 aged 21-30, 4 aged 31-40, 4 aged 
41-50 and one 50-60 years old). 

The survey showed that the work place could have very various structure. Most of the 
participants was placed in an own room (41,7%). Most participants stated that 
whether the desk top is messy or not varies (50 %) and most said that they have 
enough space on their desk top (41,7 %)  All of the survey participants stated they 
had windows nearby. Most participants stated they could not adjust their source of 
light (50 % and 16,7 % said they did not have a need to adjust the light). 75 % of the 
survey participant stated they work behind a computer for most of the day and equal 
amount of participants stated it´s important for them to be able to adjust their work 
environment (this question implies light, but also climate). 

After these questions about their work environment the survey focused on what kind 
of desk top light the participant would be interested in and the nature of these lamps 
(in other words, what are the survey participants ready to accept into their work 
environment?). The survey participants had an idea presented and would rate it 'Very 
interesting', 'Quite interesting', 'Neutral' and 'Uninteresting'. 

The second part of the survey showed that most of the participants were not 
interested in a lamp with build in functions to help organizing on the desk, such as 
pen holder (41,7 % rated Uninteresting), see Figure 13 

 

Figure 13 The answers of the question 'How interested are you in having some features incorporated in the lamp 
 fitting that will help you organize your desktop?' 

The answers were not conclusive when asked if the survey participants would be 
open to have a desktop lamp with an unusual placement in order to not take up 
space on the desktop, see Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 The answers to the question 'How interested are you in having a desk lamp in a different location to 
 free up space on your desk?' 

The survey participants shower more positive response to ergonomic functions. The 
question formulated if the participants would be interested in minor ergonomic 
functions helping to adapt the light to the current task assignment (such as dimmer, 
colour control etc.) was rated more positively, see Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 The answers to the question 'How interested are you in ergonomic features to help you to adjust the 
 light according to your needs and work tasks?' 

The other question was formulated to investigate if the participants was interested in 
major ergonomic functions that could increase well-being and concentration. Even if 
this wasn´t rated as positive as previous question, it was still quite positively rated, 
see Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 Answers to the question 'How interested are you in ergonomic features that can enhance well-being 
 and efficiency of the office?' 
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Workshop with reference group 

Scenario 1 can be seen as a soft start-up for the creative thinking and a scenario that 
didn´t challenge the participants. The participants could slowly get used to acting out 
and using props to show. 

Scenario 2 gave preferences such as placement and design of actuators (to control 
functions). These preferences were: Have a round button to rotate placed along the 
cord on the floor, have a slide platform to control all the functions, have a rotating 
actuator integrated in the lamp head or within in reach for easy manoeuvring.  

Scenario 3 gave preferences in how to control the direction and aim of the light. The 
discussion was rather analogous. The participants liked to move/ direct the light with 
an easy one-hand moving and the ability to freely angle the lamp head. 

During the discussion topics such as other functions, other placements and the 
overall gestalt of the lamp were discussed. There was a strong wish that the lamp 
should be small, neat, not be in the way and to not obstruct. The conclusion of these 
statement is that the lamp should possess a discrete gestalt and not be too bold in its 
appearance. It was preferred to have the movement enabled by jointed arms, to be 
able to rotate the lamp and have the lamp head entirely moveable. Thus, it was also 
discussed to possibly have the lamp placed in the roof and light up the entire desk, 
therefore eliminating the need to move the lamp. It was also mentioned to have the 
luminaries in different colours or transparent. 

In the end the workshop was deemed as fun and challenging by the participants.  

 

Idea generation with Swedlite 

The Brainwriting session with Swedlite resulted with a numerous ideas and 
suggestions to make a better product. The result was discussed and below follows a 
list of what was deemed as good ideas: 

 Light with dim function 

 Ergonomically good light 

 Easy to use/ Simple function 

 Stylish shape (see Requirements of Form, List of requirements) 

 Easy to direct the light 

 Low friction movements 

 No glare 

 Reachable actuators 

 'Placeable', ability to fixate the luminaire 

 Environmental friendly 

All of these are function-controlling. Therefore these will be seen as requirements of 
functionality. A list of all the results from the idea generation can be seen in Appendix 
C. 
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List of requirements 

There was two lists of requirements created. One of them established design 
requirements and the other functions. 

 Requirements of function (see Idea generation with Swedlite) 

 Light with dim function 

 Ergonomically good light 

 Easy to use/ Simple function 

 Stylish shape (see Requirements of Form) 

 Easy to direct the light 

 Low friction movements 

 No glare 

 Reachable actuators 

 'Placeable', ability to fixate the luminaire 

 Environmental friendly 

Requirements of Form (see Evaluation) 

 Foot: Medium volume and edgy 

 Head: Round, medium volume and flat 

 Movement: Only one middle segment and free movement 

 Finish: Mixed materials, white and dull (non-shiny) 

 

Idea development 

The idea development started with sketches of various depth and finish. The purpose 
was to explore ideas and opportunities, see Figur 17 and Figure 18 

 

Figur 17 Sample of sketches 
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Figure 18 Sketches and ideas 

Afterwards five ideas were chosen as potential concepts. These were developed 
further using AutoCAD Inventor. These were presented as posters and will be 
individually shown below.  

 

Figure 19 Concept Bend. This concept has a flexible arm and actuators on its foot 

The first concept was called Bend (Figure 19). With a flexible arm as an sweeping 
motion from the foot. The idea was to make the arm fully flexible. On the foot there 
would be two actuators to control dimmer function and the wideness of the light. 

 

Figure 20 Concept Counterweight. This concept has a counterweight to stabilize its arm. 

The second concept was called Counterweight (Figure 20). A counterweight was 
supposed to keep the arm in place by, as the name suggests, a counterweight. An 
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actuator on the lams head was used to control dimmer function. The idea was also to 
make the whole lamp moveable by pushing down the foot of the lamp with a hand. 

 

Figure 21 Concept Flex. This concept has a flexible arm and actuators to control dimmer function and the light 
 cone. 

The third concept was called Flex (Figure 21). An actuator on the lamp foot controlled 
the dimmer function. The lamp head could be turned like a cameras objective to 
control the broadness of the light cone. The arm was fully flexible. 

 

Figure 22 Concept Roof. This lamp is placed on the roof to make more room on the desk. 

The forth concept was called Roof (Figure 22). This concept was mainly inspired from 
the user workshop. An actuator that was able to place on the desktop controlled the 
height of the lamp as well as the dimmer function. 

 

Figure 23 Concept Simplicity. This concept has a hidden flexible arm that only shows when angulated. 

The fifth concept was called Simplicity (Figure 23). The arm looks like one unit until 
angulated. The head was adjustable as well. The dimmer function was controlled by 
turning the head of the lamp like a camera objective. The arm looks like it been bend 
up from the lamp foot. 
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Figure 24 Spider diagram showing the scores for each concept. 

The concepts were weighted against each other and given points according to five 
different aspects, see Figure 24. In the end the concept Simplicity received the 
highest scores of 23 points (the other concepts had 17, 17, 18 and 14 points), see 
Table 5 

Table 5 Scoring for each aspect. An importance factor was added as well. 

  
Bend Counterweight Flex Roof Simplicity 

Unique 2 2 5 1 3 4 

Practicable 3 2 3 5 5 5 

Usability/Ergonomical 2 4 4 4 3 4 

Kansei 2 5 3 5 2 5 

Developable 1 4 2 3 1 5 

  
17 17 18 14 23 

 

Even when the aspects was arranged according to importance and the scores of 
Simplicity was 46 points (the other concepts received 32, 35, 38,32 points). 

 

4.3 Concept developing 
 

The concept development was an iterative process involving paper and foam mock-
ups, CAD models and meetings with Swedlite. The concept continued to row 
throughout that process. Fist off the general dimensions were decided from 
paper/foam mock-up with help of a study of the proportions of the arm (Figure 25), 
head (Figure 26), foot (Figure 27) and where the arm would be bended upwards from 
the foot (Figure 28). 
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Figure 25 A proportion study on the arms. 

In this study the lower arm was kept as the same size (this changed later on) and it 
was mostly the length of the arm that was subject of the study. Here the third from 
the left was chosen. 

 

Figure 26 A proportion study on the head. 

In this study the lamp head in the middle was chosen. The lamp head should have 
room for the necessary electricity as well as air circulation. The first option from left 
could be perceived as too large and the third option from left could be perceived as if 
it would have too much volume. 

 

Figure 27 A proportion study on the foot. 

In this study the second foot from left was chosen. The foot should be large enough 
to be sturdy but small enough to not be intrusive. 
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Figure 28 A study on where the bend between the arm and foot could be. 

In this study the aesthetics was the main object. Ultimately the forth from left was 
chosen. 

As mention the lamp head would have to hold the necessary electronics, provide air 
flow and have protection against glare. This is shown in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 A section view of the lamp head showing the inner parts. 

In Figure 29 the LED module is shown in red, a disk too cool the LED module as 
green, an inner cup holding everything as orange, an outer cup (that will be visible 
from the outside as the lamp head) as blue and the 'roof' of the lamp head as yellow. 
Also visible in the figure, but not colour marked, is a lens to refract the light, screws, 
plastic washer, distances and a hole for the cord. The airflow is represented in 
arrows. The blue arrows represent cool air streaming in and red arrows represent 
warm air streaming out. 

The inner cup was decided to have a golden paint for a more nice experience when 
looking in the lamp head, see Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 The lamp head showing golden paint in the inner cup. 
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The brackets that hols the head was given a round shape that follows the shape of 
the head. A set of square brackets was also tested on the digital model, but ultimately 
the rounder set was chosen.  

A standard profile for the arm was chosen with the dimensions 20x20 mm. The cord 
was not hidden but integrated as a part of the design as a dressed cord. An attempt 
to hide the cord was made (see Figure 31) but this was discarded due to minimize 
components. The idea was to make a component in which the cord could run through 
and also be tightening with a screw. 

 

Figure 31 An attempt to hide the cord inside of the arms. 

The module that controls the dimmer function was hidden in the foot of the lamp. This 
function was manoeuvred by an actuator placed on the top surface of the lamp. The 
actuator was chosen to be large and circular to reflect to form of the head of the 
lamp. On the backside of the foot there was two holes for the cord, either of them can 
be chosen depending on the placement of the lamp on the desk. This was done to 
minimize obstruction from the cord. There was four rubber feet, secured with screws,  
placed on the underside of the foot. This was done to make the lamp more securely 
placed on the desk and not slide. Figure 32 shows how the form of the head 
reconnects with the form of the actuator, the holes for the cord and the rubber feet.  

 

Figure 32 The form of the head and the actuator shown in red, holes for the cord and rubber feet. 

Both the arm and the head of the lamp had a lot of movement. So much, restriction 
was needed to reduce the movements (to prevent tangles with the cord and electric 
issues). The cord was a dressed cord, to add a soft contrast to the luminaire. 

In order to have the arm of the lamp move as friction free as possible, a 
counterweight was added to make up for the weight of the head. 
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The point in which the upper arm is connected to the lower arm was assigned as the 
leverage point. Then the counterweight was calculated according to Equation 2 for 
equilibrium: 

                          

Each side of the leverage point was calculated for its mass and length and added 
together. The mass and length was obtained using Autodesk Inventor. 

In the end the counterweight was calculated for m=0,322-0,323 kg. 

Mockup 

A mock-up was done in paper and cardboard and later in plastic foam. The plastic 
foam mock-up served as a support in discussions and when deciding dimensions and 
parameters for the digital model, see Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 A foam mock-up to support discussions and decisions for dimensions and parameters. 

 

Material 

The final concept had such design it was possible to manufacture it with cutting and 
welding techniques. Therefore metal was the group of material in question for this 
lamp. Both steel and aluminium is vastly used for manufacturing purposes and were 
the two metals in question for manufacturing. 

Steel was chosen as material for the foot and lower arm due to its processability and 
aluminium was chosen as material for the upper arm and head due its 
lightweightness. 

Even if it would make the  whole luminaire sturdier and more cost efficient, it could 
not be made entirely out of steel since it would have been too heavy. By having steel 
as base, the luminaire gets a lower weigh point and also gain magnetic properties.  

Taken the electronics aside, the whole luminaire could easily be disassembled and 
recycled. 
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CAD model and drawings 

In order to manufacture a prototype/ batch drawings was needed for all parts, as well 
as exploded  views. Figure 34 show examples. 

 

 

Figure 34 Example of CAD model, exploded view and drawing, here exemplified with the lamp head 
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5 Discussion 

In this chapter the methods, implementation and results are discussed.  

 

5.1 Kansei/affective engineering Type I 
 

When designing a product that should communicate a certain feeling, it´s usually a 
task of trial and error. Without a scientific way of making these abstract things 
concrete it might be easy to get lost.  

Tools like KE might help making abstract things more tangible. 

As helpful as KE Type I might seem, it has its limitations. First off the method require 
lots of resources as in time, financial resources and expertise. Beyond these 
limitations there is a innovative limitation. It might be difficult to obtain new design 
and ideas since the results can always only refer to the input product sample. 

So when is this method best put to use? First off, the subject of investigation must 
first be an already well established product for the researches to obtain a vast 
product sample. The investigated product should be a mature product type, people 
should be familiar with the type of product. If it´s a brand new type of product, 
unheard of before, it might have to first be interpreted by the participants and running 
the risk of different interpretation from different test participants. 

In this study a desktop lamp was investigated. A desktop lamp should be considered 
as a mature product and is something most people working in offices has been using. 

To overcome the limitation of innovation, other tools and methods were incorporated 
into this work. Ergonomics of light and work places were studied and ideation 
methods were used to accomplish KE Type I. 

The products for the survey were chosen in such a manner that the categories would 
be as evenly distributed as possible. If a category were underrepresented it would 
lead to misleading results, since it wouldn´t be known if a certain design property 
didn´t get high score due to being undesired or unrepresented. It would be nearly 
impossible to have the Categories perfectly 50/50 distributed. 

There was only nine Kansei words and ten reference products and Items chosen. 
This was a conscious chose due to the risk of making the participants of the survey to 
tired and uncommitted if the survey is too long or complex. 

The points in which a product had to score was set as quite high, since the overall 
score was rather high (the lowest KS-score was 42,2%). 

 

5.2 Creative methods and idea development 
 

Due to time restriction the survey could not be active for a longer time than three 
weeks. If the survey could be active for a longer time it might have had more 
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responds and be more reliable. The answers of this survey would have to be seen as 
a sample.  

It was noticed during the workshop with the users that the participants were 
unfamiliar with lateral thinking and had a hard time to 'think outside the box'. The 
group of participants were rather small, but it´s in the authors belief that in a larger 
focus group the participants would have been even more obstructed to act out 
present and future functions. The workshop took place during work hours and the 
participants could not give too much of their time to the workshop. Otherwise a 
thoroughly introduction and warm up could have brought more, better and more 
creative result.  

It might have been a good idea to include sketching in the Brainwriting session with 
Swedlite. The company have many years of collective experience of light design and 
this knowledge could have been assimilated better if sketching would have been 
involved. However, it was also the wish of the company that the final product would 
be the design of the author and something as concrete as sketches might have 
influenced the final result too much. 

The concepts were weighted against each other according to five aspects. These 
were Unique, Practicable, Usability/ergonomic, Kansei and Developable. 'Practicable' 
(standing for weather or not the concept can be developed in a practical way) was 
rated the highest (3). 'Unique' (standing for weather or not the concept is unique or 
has been seen or a similar concept has been seen before) was rated 2, as long with 
'Usability/ Ergonomics' and 'Kansei' (whether or not and how well a concept matched 
the Kansei data). *Developable' (whether or not a concept could be made into a 
series) was rated as 1. This aspect is still important, but is not a main concern for this 
thesis and was therefore rated as the lowest influential aspect. 

 

5.3 Concept 
 

The proportion study was an attempt to control the design to follow the design 
requirements as well to monitor if the requirements that had been put up seemed to 
make sense. Since much can happen with a concept when it needs to be adapted to 
ergonomics and tweaks for manufacturability, the proportion study helped to make 
sure the design followed the results from KE Type I. 

The construction of the lamp head allows the outer cup to stay cool when touched, 
although it will be warm on the top which could be uncomfortable if someone would 
put their hand there. 

The fact that the cord was dressed and showing was a conscious decision, since the 
Kansei data suggested that mixed material was a good design feature. The soft 
material on the cord brings contrast to the hard surface of the metal. 

The paper/ cardboard model was a fast and cheap way of prototyping. It was easy to 
make several models out of paper before a more tangible model was made. The 
paper/ cardboard model became a foundation of  decisions for dimensions since it´s 
easier to make decisions when having something concrete to look at. 
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5.4 List of requirements and step 10 
 

Were the requirements fulfilled? To answer that it´s necessary to bring back the List 
of requirements, see Table 6 

Table 6 Requirements of function. 

Requirements of function  

Light with dim function X 

Ergonomically good light X 

Easy to use/ Simple function X 

Stylish shape (see Requirements of Form) X 

Easy to direct the light X 

Low friction movements X 

No glare X 

Reachable actuators X 

Placeable', ability to fixate the luminaire X 

Environmental friendly X 

 

The final concept had a dim function, with a light source of white light ranging from 
4700K- 5300K and has high colour rendering and uniform colour temperature 
(Optodrive, 2012). It has only one button to control it which also turns it off and it has 
large buttons to turn if any junction needs to be tighten. The lamp can be adjusted 
using one hand without any risk of burning. Thanks to the counterweight the junction 
between the arms needs less friction and should be easily manoeuvred. The lamp 
head has a edge of 20 mm to protect from glare as well as a refraction lens. The 
actuator is placed on the lamp foot and is a large twistable button.  The lamp has four 
rubber feet under it to protect the surface its placed upon as well as provide friction. 
The light source is LED and the lamp is mostly made out of recyclable materials 
(except for the electronic) and is easily dissembled with a screwdriver, making it 
environmentally friendly. 

Up until now only step 1-9 of KE Type I has been addressed. The last step of KE 
Type I is to validate whether or not the new design match the data (Nagamachi, 
2010). The requirements of the form is shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 Requirements of form. 

Requirements of Form 

Foot: Medium volume and edgy X 

Head: Round, medium volume and flat X 

Movement: Only one middle segment and free 
movement X 

Finish: Mixed materials, white and dull (non-shiny) X 

 

The form and proportions were controlled by using the proportion study in the 
concept development. The lamp has two middle segments while there´s a 
requirement of only one meddle segment. The idea was that while the lamp stands 
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upright it looks as if it only has one middle segment, like a street lamp. It is when in 
use it becomes apparent that the other segment exist. 

The concept will appear to have mixed material with the dressed cord. 

 

5.5 Research question and goals 
 

The goals were met since a literature research was conducted, as well as a survey. A 
workshop and an idea generation method was conducted and the result from the 
creative methods and research was distilled into a list of requirements. Further on, 
five concepts were presented to Swedlite and ultimately one were chosen. This 
concept was concretized with a mockup and CAD model. Also drawings was made 
since it was a part of the deliverables. 

The goals are again listed below: 

 Do a data collection with literature research and survey. 

 Make a list of requirements. 

 Implement a idea generation and a workshop where a large number of ideas to be 
developed (> 40). 

 Present at least five concept, in which one is chosen for further development. 

 Construct a mockup. 

 Develop a CAD model and drawings. 

Also the research question needed to be answered. 

Is it possible to use Kansei Engineering in smaller businesses? 

Simple answer is yes, technically it is possible. However, it is not very likely for small 
businesses to invest the time and financial resources needed to conduct a Kansei 
Engineering method. Also, KE does not give the whole answer on its own. Other 
methods and investigations is needed to extract needs and requirements and to find 
solutions and ideas. 
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6 Conclusions 

" A conclusion is the place where you got tired thinking " 

Martin H. Fischer 

It is possible for small businesses to incorporate Kansei Engineering into their 
product development strategy. Kansei Engineering is a very interesting research field 
and KE Type I is a wonderful method to receive desired design character from 
abstract feelings. But as it is now, a lighter version would be beneficial for small 
businesses. 

However, it is not complete on its own. It is the authors opinion that KE Type I should 
be used with other methods and tools as a part of a bigger process. This is also 
mentioned by Schütte (2005) who says that there is no reason why other methods 
should not be included into Kansei Engineering. 

When it comes to project management, the author learned that the sooner a survey 
could be sent out the better. Gathering survey participants could also be done 
sooner, as in weeks before the survey is fully finished. 

It is very beneficial to start making a model out of paper or cardboard before making 
a more tangible mockup. 
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7 Future work 

This chapter exist because there´s always room for improvement. A new method 
is presented as a subject for future investigation as well as future development 
for the concept.  

 

7.1 Kansei Engineering 
 

As of now, only the larger companies might be able to invest the time and financial 
resources necessary to conduct a KE method. If the advantaged of KE is going to be 
spread further to smaller business, a light version might be necessary. 

If a company is able to invest the time and financial resources then the author would 
prompt for that, since it´s an established and tested method. However, if a company 
simply isn´t capable to conduct a KE method, there is also other ways of obtaining 
results to connect emotions and affective impression to design features. The author 
proposes a method that should be easy to use with moderate knowledge. This 
method could be described as a simplified version of KE Type 1. 

Step 1. Establish the feelings and affective impression the company wants from its 
customer and write down Kansei words, maybe 10-20. 

Step 2: Gather around 10 - 20 products (or pictures of products) of large variety. 

Step 3: Trace the features of the products and write down what these features are. 
Karjalainen (2007) had his students do this for a Porsche to make the historical 
changes explicit, see Figure 35. Note that each traced line has a letter signed to it 

corresponding to the letters found in front of the product features. 
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Figure 35 The tracing of product features of Porsches (Karjalainen, 2007). 

Step 4. Conduct a survey showing all of the products asking the participants to 
connect how well a feature satisfy a certain Kansei word. It might look something as 
the example in Figure 36. The survey should contain a SD-scale. 

Step 5. Gather the results. The Kansei words should already correspond with 
different product features. 

Step 6. Interpret the result and implement it into the new design. 
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Figure 36 An example of how the survey might look like. 

A trial of this new method could be subject for a future study. It should also be 
investigated how well this new method stands against traditional KE Type 1. 

 

Another aspect for future investigation would be to prototype a presumptuous 'good' 
design as well as a presumptuous 'bad' design and run on a group of users. 
According to KE what is constituted as a good design (from the results of a KE 
method) should be much more preferred compared to the bad design. 

 

7.2 The Concept 
 

The concept has opportunity for further development as in making it into a series. 
Examples of this could be a scaled up model to function as a floor lamp and a wall 
lamp. 
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Appendix A 
The Kansei words: 

Innovativ Dramatisk 

Proffsig Stilren 

I framkant Artistisk 

Kunnig Effektiv 

Snygg Lugn 

Bra kvalité Odiskret 

Prisvärd Naturlig 

Interaktiv Ergonomisk 

Effekfull Hjälpsam 

Avbländat ljus Inuativ 
Kontrollerat 
ljus Vill använda varje dag 

Nischad Kul 

Rätt spridning 
 Bästa 

ljuskvalité 
 Upplevelse 
 Funktionell 
 Komfort 
 Dynamiskt ljus 
 Smart 

belysning 
 Energieffektiv 
 Modern 
 Vacker 
 Teknisk höjd 
 Trendig 
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Appendix B 
Average for each product/Kansei word. 

MEDELVÄRDE Prod. 1 Prod. 2 Prod. 3 Prod. 4 Prod. 5 Prod. 6 Prod. 7 Prod. 8 Prod. 9 Prod. 10 

Innovativ 3.7778 2.6667 3.2778 4.3889 4.3333 4 2.7778 4.3889 4.2222 4 

Professionell 3.6111 3.5556 2.6667 3.9444 3.6667 3.6111 3.1667 3.3889 4 3.16667 

Snygg 3.2222 3.2778 3 3.1111 3.6111 3.2222 2.9444 2.7222 3 3 

Bra kvalité 3.2778 3.3333 3.1111 3.5 3.3889 3.0556 3.3333 3.3333 3.3889 3.22222 

Unik 3.3889 2.1111 3.4444 4.2222 4.3889 4.0556 3.0556 4.2778 3.9444 4.11111 

Funktionell 3.8889 3.8333 2.5556 3.7222 2.7222 3.3889 3.3889 3.1667 3.0556 2.61111 

Lätt att 
använda 3.8333 4 3 3.3333 2.8889 3.2778 3.3889 3 3.1667 3.11111 

Effektfull 3.2222 3.5 3.1667 3.7222 3.6111 3.8889 3.1111 3.7778 3.6667 3.83333 

Flexibel 3.9444 3.6667 2.2778 3.5556 2.3333 3.1667 3.2778 3.1667 2.3333 2.33333 

 

KS value for each product/ Kansei word. 

KS Prod. 1 Prod. 2 Prod. 3 Prod. 4 Prod. 5 Prod. 6 Prod. 7 Prod. 8 Prod. 9 Prod. 10 

Innovative 75.556 53.333 65.556 87.778 86.667 80 55.556 87.778 84.444 80 

Professional 72.222 71.111 53.333 78.889 73.333 72.222 63.333 67.778 80 63.3333 

Good looking 64.444 65.556 60 62.222 72.222 64.444 58.889 54.444 60 60 

Good quality 65.556 66.667 62.222 70 67.778 61.111 66.667 66.667 67.778 64.4444 

Unique 67.778 42.222 68.889 84.444 87.778 81.111 61.111 85.556 78.889 82.2222 

Functional 77.778 76.667 51.111 74.444 54.444 67.778 67.778 63.333 61.111 52.2222 

Easy to use 76.667 80 60 66.667 57.778 65.556 67.778 60 63.333 62.2222 

Striking 64.444 70 63.333 74.444 72.222 77.778 62.222 75.556 73.333 76.6667 

Flexible 78.889 73.333 45.556 71.111 46.667 63.333 65.556 63.333 46.667 46.6667 

 

Whether or not a product was deemed as positive/ neutral/ negative in relation to a 
Kansei word. 

SK-VÄRDE   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Innovativ   + - 0 + + + - + + + 

Professionell   + + - + + + 0 0 + 0 

Snygg   0 0 - 0 + 0 - - - - 

Bra kvalité   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unik   0 - 0 + + + 0 + + + 

Funktionell   + + - + - 0 0 0 0 - 

Lätt att använda   + + - 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 

Effektfull   0 0 0 + + + 0 + + + 

Flexibel   + + - + - 0 0 0 - - 

 

 

Cross comparison between positive/ neutral/ negative scores and product features. 
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Highest and lowest scores for each product feature and Kansei word. An importance 
factor has been applied as well. 
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Appendix C 
Result from Ideation with Swedlite. 

 
Bra (ergonomiskt) ljus 

 
Dimmbar 

 

 
Snygg form 

 
Går att forma om (armaturen) 

 
LED 

 

 
Lätt att rikta ljuset 

 
Friktionsfritt i rörelse 

 
Ej blända 

 

 
Varm AJ! (Leda värmen) 

 
Sensorer 

 

 
Nåbara knappar 

 

Programerbar, t. ex. spelar radio på 
morgonen 

 
Håller kaffekoppen varm 

 
Eller kyler dricka 

 
Hålla ljuset inom 'ljuskonan' med speglar 

 
Soft ljus 

 

 
Placeringsbar/ Fixerbar 

 
Olika fästen i/på skrivbordet 

 
Väggmonterad 

 
Takmonterad 

 
Dold i skrivbordet/ pop-upfunktion 

 
Inbyggda USB/ data/ stick.kontakter 

 
Billig 

 

 
Hög färgåtergivning 

 
Liten 

 

 
Hopfällbar, går att ta med sig 

 
Dagsljusstyrd 

 
Projektor: Projicerar foton när den ej används 

 
Solceller 

 

 

Signalerar om du är upptagen/tillgänglig 
(trafikljus) 

 
Koncentrera ljuset/ göra mer diffus 

 
Färganpassa ljuset 

 
Ljus som gör en piggare 

 
Ljus som anpassas efter dygnet 

 
Röststyrt ljus 

 
Sensorer som känner om någon är i rummet 

 
"Mood-light" 

 
Styra ljuset med rörelse 

 
Sladdlös 

 

 
Ljus som blinkar när du har en deadline snart 

 
Kopplad mot kalendern i datorn/ telefonen 

 
Olika ljus för olika uppgifter 

 
Enkel funktion/ använding 
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